The Bank of Missouri Soccer Complex-Rules
1. Groups or organizations using the facility shall conform to all City
and County ordinances, fire regulations, and Health and Safety Codes.
2. No firearms or weapons of any kind allowed on the facility grounds.
3. Speed Limit: 15 MPH
4. Do not park on grass areas.
5. Bicycles are not allowed on soccer fields.
6. Four wheelers, motorcycles, and/or other recreational vehicles are prohibited on grass areas of the
complex unless operated by a POSL board member or individual given authorization by the POSL or the
City of Perryville.
7. Pets brought to the park shale be on leaches before, during or after any event in the complex.
8. Alcohol is not allowed during a soccer event.
9. Smoking is not allowed on the fields and player sidelines. Smoking on or near the bleachers shall be
done in a manner as to not disturb other fans.
10. It is prohibited for any person to engage in boisterous, threatening, abusive, insulting, indecent or
profane language or to engage in any disorderly conduct or behavior leading to a breach of the public
peace and enjoyment of the facility. The Complex Management reserves the right to remove, or have
removed, any person(s) due to abusive conduct or non-cooperative attitude.
11. No persons shall sell, vend, peddle or distribute any merchandise or property whatsoever, or sell
tickets or solicit contributions for political, religious, or other purposes within the boundaries of the
facility, except as authorized by the Complex Management.
12. No person shall attach to the facility any materials, devices or equipment for the purpose of
advertising or decorating the facility or for any other purpose without first obtaining the permission of
the Complex Management.
13. The Complex Management reserves the right to cancel an event at any time due to inclement
weather or any other condition deemed detrimental to the facility.
Complex Management: The Perryville Optimist Soccer League Board of Directors and/or the City of
Perryville Parks and Recreation Department. For more information about the complex see our website
at www.PerryvilleSoccer.org and/or contact the Perry Park Center for further contact information,
573-547-7275.

